The modeling of the transformation and deformation behavior of a shape memory alloy has been investigated in various researchers. However, there are few reports that investigated plastic deformation of shape memory alloys. In case an actual product is designed, the modeling in consideration of plastic deformation is indispensable. In this work, plastic deformation after pre deformation is considered using the volume fraction of slip deformed martensite. New kinetics and constitutive equations for the reverse transformation process are proposed. The material constants in the proposed equations are determined from the results of tensile and heating/cooling tests on Ti 50 atNi alloy. The calculated results describe well the deformation and transformation behavior affected by pre strain.
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ここで，a f は材料定数であり，予ひずみの関数とする． 
3. 数値計算例 Fig. 2(a) Relationship between the residual strain e P after unloading and the pre strain e Pr . Fig. 6 Variation of the increase of transformation temperatures DA sf , DA ff with pre strain e Pr .
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Pr ＋2.04×10 3 e Pr -14.2 (17) Fig. 7 Relationship between X f and pre strain e Pr . Fig. 8 Relationship between a f and pre strain e Pr . Fig. 9 Variation of strain with temperature. Fig. 10 Relationship between e Re and pre strain e Pr . Fig. 11 Variation of the increase of transformation temperatures DA sf , DA ff with pre strain e Pr . 585 Fig. 12 Relationship between X c and pre strain e Pr . Fig. 13 Relationship between a c and pre strain e Pr . 
